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L105089 Advanced Ansible
Tower

Presented by: Michelle
Perz and Gabe Muniz
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Course Overview:
Welcome to L105089 - Advanced Ansible Tower. In this
lab, we'll take you through some of the more advanced
features of Ansible Tower by Red Hat, including
redundant/clustered installation, integration with LDAP,
and different workflows for job templates and other
Ansible Tower resources.

Course Objectives:
At the end of this lab, you should be able to:
•Install Ansible Tower in a clustered configuration
using vagrant VMs
•Integrate an external LDAP server to authenticate to
Tower
•Create credentials, inventory, projects, and job
templates in order to create a workflow template that
provisions and configures a new VM
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Pre-Installation
Your guest VMs should have the following files
in your home directory:
•VagrantFile
•CentOS 7 Vagrant box
•Ansible Tower 3.1.2 bundled installation file
To bring up the VMs needed for our clustered
Tower, run:
$ vagrant up
There are four total vagrant nodes so this will
take a few minutes to complete. Once the bash
prompt has returned, ssh to node-1:
$ vagrant ssh node-1
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Installation:
The VagrantFile included a file provisioner that
copied the Ansible Tower bundle to our primary
node. Your modified Tower bundle includes:
• Insecure private ssh key (vagrant) to be used
for authentication between nodes.
• Ansible.cfg to set default options
With these two files in place inside the installer
directory, we are now ready to populate the
inventory file:
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The following is a sample clustered inventory
file. You’ll want to consult the VagrantFile to
determine:
• connecting user
• authentication method
• database host

Once the inventory file is completely
filled out and saved, as root, run:
$ ./setup.sh
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Installation Troubleshooting:
If your setup run is completely successful your
first run, you’ll see the following output:

Note: The failed=1 is expected due to the block
and rescue nature of the firewalld task.
If your setup run is NOT successful, then the
setup.log can be found in either the installer
directory or in /var/log/tower. Things to note:
• Only troubleshoot failed tasks that fail out the
installer completely. Many tasks include the
ignore_errors param and will continue on if
they throw an error.
• Read the error messages carefully and check
the task that it’s erroring out on. This will help
you to determine where to start
troubleshooting.
• As these are all standard environments, the
issue is most likely with the inventory file.
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Post-Installation First Steps:
Once you’ve successfully installed Ansible Tower,
navigate to any of the cluster nodes in your
browser and:
• Login as admin user
• Apply provided license file

LDAP configuration:
To integrate our external LDAP server with our
Ansible Tower, we need to install the LDAP
support libraries and client utilities packages with
$ yum install -y openldap.x86_64
openldap-clients.x86_64
Then, we’ll execute an ldapsearch from the
command line in order to determine how to
populate our LDAP settings in the UI:
$ ldapsearch -H
ldap://ec2-52-39-92-99.uswest-2.compute.amazonaws.com -D
"cn=Manager,dc=summit,dc=demo" -b
"dc=summit,dc=demo" -w Summit2017
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Flags explained:
-H: ldap server URL
-D is the distinguished name of the bind user
we’re going to use to bind all of our search
queries
-b is the base DN that we’re using as the
starting point of our search
-w is the bind password
You’ll see output like the following:

We’ll use relevant pieces of the output to
populate the configuration area in the UI. To get
there, click on the gear icon in the upper righthand corner of the UI, click Configure Tower, and
then select LDAP from the Sub-Category
dropdown menu.
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LDAP Configuration Tasks:
• Fill out the following fields with the
appropriate values:
1. LDAP Server URI
2. LDAP Bind DN
3. LDAP Bind Password
4. LDAP User Search
5. LDAP Group Search
6. LDAP Group Type
7. LDAP User Attribute Map
8. LDAP User Flags by Group
(is_superuser)
• Configure an org map that creates an org
named RHSummit
• Set org admins in your mapping
• Configure a team map that creates three
teams and associate it to your org.
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Helpful Hints:
• Documentation link: http://
docs.ansible.com/ansible-tower/latest/
html/administration/ldap_auth.html
• Use the body of the LDAPsearch command
to populate the relevant fields in the Tower
UI.
• Don’t forget to add a port to your LDAP
server URL
• Look for the user-level output to determine
how to populate your user search.
• Your scope of your search should be
using the cn of the user
• Look for the group-level output to
determine how to populate your group
search and group type.
• Your scope of your search should match
your group type.
• User attributes need to be mapped to actual
Tower user fields.
• For is_superuser flag, use the ldapsearch
output to choose the appropriate group.
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LDAP Troubleshooting:
To verify successful configuration, log out of
the UI and attempt to login as our super user
from LDAP. The username should be available
in the LDAPsearch output and the password
for all users is password.
If you are able to login with your super user,
try one of the other users from your team
map to verify complete configuration.
If you are NOT able to login, then let’s add
some debug information to /etc/tower/
settings.py:
LOGGING['handlers']
['tower_warnings']['level'] =
'DEBUG'
and then we’ll restart Tower with:
$ sudo ansible-tower-service
restart
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Then, you can attempt to login again and
tail /var/log/tower.log for the relevant error
message.
Tips:
• If you're seeing errors that indicate a user
doesn't exist, check to make sure that you
mapped them correctly.
• When in doubt, check the documentation,
tooltips in the UI, or ask for help.

Workflow Templates:
Workflow Templates are a new feature of
Ansible Tower 3.1.x that allow you to map out
a complete set of job runs using the workflow
editor. To make a complete workflow, we
need to first create the pieces that comprise
a normal job template. Those are:
• Credentials
• Inventory
• Project
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Job Template Component Tasks:
Optional: All of these tasks can be accomplished
via the API. You can browse through the API and
do individual POSTs, use curl, use URI, or install
tower-cli (http://docs.ansible.com/ansible-tower/
latest/html/towerapi/index.html)
1. Create a project that pulls from the following
repository and execute a project sync: https://
github.com/gamuniz/summit2017
(http://docs.ansible.com/ansible-tower/latest/
html/userguide/projects.html)
Your project sync will sync to the /var/lib/awx/
projects directory on the file system. You’ll need to
decrypt two vaulted files to be able to create your
cloud and machine credential:
• test_key
• summitKeypair
http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/
playbooks_vault.html
Vault password: L105089
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2. Create an AWS cloud credential: (http://
docs.ansible.com/ansible-tower/latest/html/
userguide/credentials.html)
3. Create a Machine credential
4. Create an AWS inventory and filter by us-east-1
region, and a tag:Name of your choice. (NOTE:
utilize the same value when you define this variable
at run-time) http://docs.ansible.com/ansibletower/latest/html/userguide/inventories.html
Job template Tasks:
To setup the pieces of our workflow template, we
need two job templates:
• Job Template A: Provisioner
• This job template will utilize the provisioner
role. Take a look at the play header of the
ec2 playbook to determine inventory and
credential selection. Make sure you also
select the correct playbook from the
dropdown.
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• Job Template B: Configuration
• This job template will utilize the nginx
role. Make sure you select the correct
playbook from the dropdown.
Variables:
Before running the workflow template, we need
to define some variables at the individual JT
level:
tag_name: What you’re tagging your instance as
myGroup: The name of your top-level inventory
group in your AWS inventory.
Notifications (Optional):
Tower also has a built-in notifications feature
that allows you to notify various services on job
success or failure (https://docs.ansible.com/
ansible-tower/latest/html/userguide/
notifications.html). For the purpose of this
training, we’ll be using slack.
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Tasks:
•

•

•

•
•

To differentiate between everyone’s
notifications, we’ll need to change the
base URL of your Tower machine (https://
docs.ansible.com/ansible-tower/latest/
html/userguide/
notifications.html#resetting-the-towerurl-base). This can be any name as long
as it’s in a valid format (for example,
https://michelle.example.com)
Join the Slack team via provided
invitation or join URL and join
#tower_notifications channel.
Retrieve the TowerBot API token from
your previous project sync. Note: file is
also vaulted.
Configure a slack notification template to
notify on success and failure.
Test notification to verify connectivity.
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Workflow Template:
With all the necessary components of our
workflow pre-created, we can now make a
workflow template: https://docs.ansible.com/
ansible-tower/latest/html/userguide/
workflow_templates.html
Flow:
Provision

Inventory
Refresh

Configuration

Optional: Associate the slack notification
template we created to the workflow template.
Running the Job:
Once you have all your variables defined and the
workflow template created, click the rocket ship
icon to launch the job. It’s important to check
each component of the workflow for failures as the
overall job for the workflow will succeed
regardless of the individual job statuses.
If your job is successful, then navigate to the
public IP of your created instance to confirm that
nginx was successfully configured.
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Optional: De-provisioning and adding a node
You can see from the clustering
documentation (http://docs.ansible.com/
ansible-tower/latest/html/administration/
clustering.html#status-and-monitoring-viabrowser-api) how the Tower components
communicate with each other in a clustered
setup. However, for this training, we’re the
only ones interacting with our instances so
we’re only seeing a small glimpse into what
clustering can do. As an admin, you may have
to remove and add depending on the overall
health of the cluster.
Tasks:
• De-provision any node in the cluster
• Re-add it back into the cluster.
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Conclusion/Resources:
Congratulations! You’ve reached the end of this lab.
By now, you should have been able to demonstrate
the following:
• A working clustered installation of Ansible Tower
3.1.2 with three active nodes and one DB node.
• The ability to log in as an LDAP user and be
mapped correctly to an org and team.
• The key components of a job template
(credentials, inventory, project)
• A workflow template with two disparate job
templates and inventory sync that created a
provisioned and configured EC2 instance
successfully.
What’s next?
If you’re new to Tower and would like to learn more,
please visit: https://www.ansible.com/tower-trial
Thank you!!

